
Individual Liberty is one of the fundamental British Values and is the
right to believe, act and express oneself freely.  It is the protection of
your rights and the rights of others.  

During assemblies this week Mr West has delivered messages about
individual liberty and also linked this to the Labour Market Information.
Labour Market Information (LMI) is information about what is happening
in a local labour market. LMI tends to focus on the industries that are
growing and declining. It provides information about the types and levels
of jobs and the skills required and whether they are increasing or
decreasing. It is important that students understand the career
opportunities available to them in their local area and know that they are
very fortunate to have the individual liberty to choose any path they
aspire to achieve. 
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Nothing but the best

HOUSE COMPETITION:

This week students have in tutor time
completed questionnaires to establish their
understanding of Careers education, so we
can reflect and continue to improve.
Likewise, a google form has been sent to all
reviewing the tutor program which is  large
part of their personal development
experience within school. Student voice is
important to us so we can continually
improve and raise standards and we
encourage students to use this opportunity.

It has been lovely to welcome back students to Wellfield Academy in
the year 2024! Our current year 11 will complete their final exams this
year and be fondly referred to as the class of 2024. For them, this year
will be the most important of their education so far. For the whole
school community, 2024 will no doubt be another in which they
progress both academically and develop as a person. We look forward
to continuing to share with you all of our efforts to support their
personal development.

CONTINUAL IMPROVEMENT
Thankyou to the year 8 parents who engaged
with the online parents evening this week. As
always we enjoyed the opportunity to praise
students and give feedback on how they can
strive to improve and progress even more.


